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Abstract
Infectious diseases continue to be a leading cause of death especially in low-income countries. Vaccination is without doubt
the best means to reduce the mortality and morbidity due to viral, bacterial, fungal and parasitic pathogens. Most of the infections
are initiated at the mucosal surfaces that are in contact with the external environmental. Mucosal vaccination aims to deliver
immunogens at the mucosa thereby activating the mucosal immune system and providing a protection at both the portal of entry for
pathogens and the systemic compartment of the body. Recombinant bacteria represent a class of mucosal vaccine delivery platform
that has a potential that need to be further explored. This short review discussed two type of bacterial mucosal vaccine delivery
vehicles including attenuated pathogens and commensals. It summarizes the advantages and limits of each type and emphasizes
the possibility of using these vectors alone or in combination for mass vaccination to reduce the burden of infectious diseases and
prepare for pandemics like the recent Covid-19.
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Abbreviation: APC: Antigen-Presenting Cell; G-MIS: Gut-Associated Mucosal Immune System; MIS: Mucosal Immune System; PAMP:
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Introduction
Mankind has paid a heavy toll to infectious diseases throughout
history. The scientific, social and economic progresses of the last
two centuries have dramatically reduced deaths from infectious
diseases. However, this benefit is unequally shared by human
populations. While in developed countries well-structured health
care systems enable an efficient management and care of infections,
poor regions of the globe are still heavily affected by viral, bacterial,
fungal, and parasitic diseases. Today the emergence of new and reemergence of old diseases [1], the increase of antibiotic resistance
[2], and the modern human lifestyle with unprecedented scales
of travel and exchange of good have made infectious diseases an
important health concern worldwide. Infectious diseases are
typically controlled at three levels: prevention (vaccination),

detection (diagnostic) and cure (therapy) of infections. Of these,
vaccination is particularly important in that it prevents the
occurrence of infections, especially when it takes place at the
mucosae that are in contact with the surrounding environment.
Mucosae represent large surfaces of interaction between
vertebrates and their external environment. They also constitute
an entry route for various pathogens, including viruses, bacteria,
and parasites [3]. Several of the most important infectious diseases
worldwide are initiated at mucosal surfaces [4]. These include
AIDS, tuberculosis and other respiratory infections, and diarrheal
diseases. In total, it is estimated that 90% of infections in humans
are initiated at the oral, nasopharyngeal, gut, or vaginal mucosa.
Pathogen colonization and crossing through the mucosa are
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prevented by several mechanisms. Primary mucosal protection
is mediated by a physico-chemical barrier that involves several
components, including epithelium, mucus layers, acidity in gastric
mucosa, production of antimicrobial peptides and presence
of commensals that compete with invading pathogens for the
occupation of mucosal niches. Besides this physico-chemical
barrier, and most importantly, mucosa possesses a dedicated
mucosal immune system.

Mucosal Immune
Vaccination

System

and

Mucosal

The Mucosal Immune System (MIS) is a very sophisticated
and well-organized network of cells and immune districts that
possess innate and adaptive branches with immune inductive
and effector sites [5]. The innate branch of the MIS enables rapid
detection of pathogens mainly through receptors such as the
pathogen recognition receptors (PRR) that recognize components
of pathogens called pathogen associated molecular patterns
(PAMP) [6]. Following the detection of a pathogen, the innate
MIS orchestrates a series of events that result in an inflammatory
response that recruits immune cells to the site of infection and
alerts the adaptive branch [7,8]. The adaptive MIS subsequently
induces a response both locally, mainly by the secretion of IgA
in the mucosa, and in the systemic compartment. Together, the
coordinated activities of the innate and adaptive branches of MIS
result in elimination of pathogens at the mucosa and neutralization
in the systemic compartment of pathogenic microorganisms that
succeeded in crossing the mucosal barrier. An important feature
of the MIS is the concept of a common mucosal immune system:
when a pathogen is detected in a particular mucosa, the adaptive
immune response is mounted not only locally, but also in other
remote mucosae [9]. This distal crosstalk between different mucosa
provides a means of general surveillance of the organism. The best
studied MIS is the gut-associated MIS (G-MIS) that is the largest
immune organ. In contrast to the systemic immune system, the
G-MIS is in permanent contact with molecules derived from food
and also with an abundant gastrointestinal flora [10,11]. Therefore,
G-MIS has to distinguish between
i.
Food products against which no immune response should
be induced,

ii.
Commensal microorganisms that need to be controlled to
prevent their translocation into the systemic compartment, and
iii.
The pathogens against which a strong immune response
should be induced for their elimination. These different functions
require tight regulation of G-MIS. A defect in any of these functions
can lead to different types of disease including auto-immune,
allergy, metabolic and cancer disorders [12-14].

Mucosal vaccination that aims to stimulate the MIS in order
to prevent colonization or invasion of the mucosa by pathogens

appears to potentially be the most effective means of preventing
infectious diseases. However, despite that most infections are
initiated at the mucosa, only a few vaccines available to humans
are mucosal vaccines [15]. Numerous attempts have been made
to convert injectable vaccines for oral administration without
success [16]. Several reasons could be proposed to explain this
observation. Firstly, the systemic immune system has historically
been better understood than the MIS. Secondly, in parenteral
immunization the antigen directly accesses antigen presenting
cells (APC) whereas in the mucosa it needs to be correctly sampled
from a considerable number of foreign molecules against which
no immune response is induced. Thirdly, antigens delivered to
mucosa undergo degradation from enzymes and microorganisms
decreasing the amount and quality of antigenic molecules that
reach immune induction sites. Lastly, induction of a mucosal
immune response requires to overcome mucosal tolerance which
is important for maintaining mucosal homeostasis. Active ongoing
research are addressing these limitations of mucosal vaccination.
These efforts are justified by the many advantages that mucosal
vaccination presents as an alternative to parenteral immunization
[17]. Indeed, mucosal vaccination can possibly provide protection
both in the mucosa, the site of pathogen entry, and in the systemic
compartment. Additionally, mucosal vaccination is needle-free,
cold-chain-free, and does not require qualified medical personnel.
These features make mucosal vaccination particularly indicated for
developing countries where infection diseases are most prevalent.

Bacteria As Delivery Vehicles for Mucosal
Vaccines

Several types of delivery systems for vaccines and therapeutics
at mucosal surfaces have been, and are still being, investigated.
These delivery systems include killed or live bacteria and viruses,
transgenic plants, liposomes and microparticles that can be targeted
to the mucosal immune induction sites [17,18]. Bacterial vectors
are one of the most studied delivery systems [19]. It is interesting
to note that the only bacterial mucosal vaccines approved for
use in humans are killed or attenuated strains of Vibrio cholerae
and Salmonella enterica serovar Typhi [20]. In these attenuated
bacterial mucosal vaccines, immunization is sought against the
pathogen administered to the mucosa [21]. Therefore, the almost
complete pool of antigens from the pathogen is delivered to the MIS
at the route of entry used by the pathogen. The situation is quite
different in the context of bacterial mucosal vaccine delivery system
in which a recombinant bacterium is used to deliver to the MIS
one or a small number of heterologous antigens from a pathogen
that infects the organism by the mucosal or parenteral route. This
highlights an important challenge for development of bacterial
mucosal vaccine delivery systems. Ideally, the vaccine carrier should
be designed such that the immune response is preferably, or at least
substantially, directed against the delivered heterologous antigens.
Bacterial mucosal delivery vehicles present several advantages.
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First, bacteria used as carrier can reach and colonize mucosal
surfaces and by this means can access MIS induction sites. Secondly,
genetic engineering tools and technologies that are available make
possible construction of recombinant bacteria that

i.
Efficiently synthesize the desired molecules in situ,
protecting them from degradation in the mucosal environment
and thus favoring supply of a sufficient amount of antigen to the
immune induction sites
ii.

iii.

Specifically interact with APC

Simultaneously deliver adjuvants

iv.
Induce the desired type of immune response. Thirdly,
bacteria can be cultured in fermenters making production of vaccine
strains a cost effective, easy, and highly reproducible process. Live
bacterial vaccine carriers can be classified in two groups:
a.

b.

attenuated pathogens.

commensal, non-pathogenic bacteria.

These two types of vehicles interact differently with the host
immune system and therefore possess different advantages and
limitations.

Attenuated Pathogens

Attenuated pathogens that are used for vaccine delivery
harbor mutations that prevent them from causing disease to the
host. However, they retain the [22] ability to survive the stresses
encountered in the mucosa and to multiply to some extent in
host tissues. This category of vaccine carrier is detected by the
MIS almost similarly as a fully pathogenic microorganism and by
this displays intrinsic adjuvant properties. Attenuated bacterial
pathogens present heterologous antigens which they deliver in a
context of strong activation of both innate and adaptive branches
of the MIS. This is exemplified by Salmonella, the best studied
prototype of bacterial mucosal vaccine delivery vehicle [23].
Salmonella’s interactions with the host have been extensively
studied making it possible to select mutations that decrease
or eliminate the possibility of causing diseases. Studies with
Salmonella delivery vehicles showed induction of systemic and
mucosal antibody comparable or even better in mice deficient
for innate immune signalling than in wild type rodents [22,24].
This observation demonstrates the strong immunostimulatory
capability of Salmonella vaccine carriers. But live attenuated
pathogens present two main drawbacks. First, the strong response
against their components makes it difficult to use these vehicles
repeatedly. It has been shown that prior exposure to Salmonella
results in a decreased ability of a recombinant Salmonella carrier
to subsequently colonize host tissues compromising its efficacy as
vaccine delivery vehicle [25]. Secondly, it is often difficult to find
an adequate balance between attenuation and ability to multiply

enough in host tissues. Ensuring a complete attenuation of a
bacterial pathogen requires several mutations that negatively affect
its fitness in host tissues and compromise its ability to synthesize
and deliver sufficient amounts of antigens.

Commensals and Non-Pathogenic Bacterial Vaccine
Carriers

Commensal bacteria are members of mucosal flora that are
involved in several host functions and are indispensable for mucosal
homeostasis. They contribute to energy harvest and storage from
the diet [26] and to prevention of gastrointestinal tract (GIT)
colonization by pathogens. Additionally, gut microbiota participates
in normal development and regulates the G-MIS [11]. Because of
these important functions, commensals are recognized by the MIS
but regulatory mechanisms permit tolerance toward members of
the flora [27]. A rupture of this tolerance is the cause of several
autoimmune diseases. Commensals and non-pathogenic mucosal
vaccine carriers present the advantage of not requiring mutation
to be used as delivery vehicles. Members of the host flora are
fully capable and multiplying in the mucosa and can continuously
deliver substantial amounts of antigen. Additionally, since a weak
immune response is induced against these carriers, the possibility
of immune reaction against heterologous antigens they deliver is
increased. Moreover, this category of vaccine carrier can potentially
be repeatedly used without affecting the immune response to the
antigen they deliver. All these features make commensal and nonpathogenic delivery vehicles more indicated for use in infants and
immune-compromised individuals. The main limitations of this
category of vaccine carrier pertain to their poor inflammatory
capability and the need to overcome the immune tolerance they
are subjected to. The most studied bacteria from this category of
vaccine delivery vehicle belong to the group of lactic acid bacteria
[28]. Most of these bacteria are members of human microbial flora
or have been consumed with food products for centuries.

Conclusion

Vaccination is without doubt the best means to address the
threat posed by infectious diseases worldwide. Mucosal vaccines
delivered by recombinant bacterial vectors by the attributes they
display represent a powerful tool for preventing infection by
viral, bacterial, and parasitic microorganisms. The two types of
bacterial delivery vehicles described in this article can be used for
this purpose. Depending on the targeted pathogen, an attenuated
pathogen or a commensal vector can be used. Alternatively, the two
vectors delivering the same antigen(s) can be combined in order
to benefit from their respective advantages. Another option could
be to alternate vaccine delivery by the two categories of vehicle in
a prime-boost immunization regimen. Although additional work is
needed to make recombinant bacterial platform usable in humans,
this effort can be expedited. The Covid-19 crisis showed that the
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available scientific tools combined with technological innovation
enable accelerated design and manufacture of vaccines [29]; One
of the lessons learned is the need of preparedness to efficiently
respond to pandemics. In this regard, bacterial mucosal vaccine
delivery platform represents an interesting option that deserve
more attention. This platform can be used to synthesize in situ,
supply antigens and activate different compartments of the MIS.
This vaccination system can be manufactured at very low cost,
stored in the absence of a cold-chain, and administered without the
intervention medical professionals. These attributes make bacterial
mucosal delivery system an ideal strategy for mass vaccination in
LIC and for global response to pandemics.
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